OKSHINE Next Steps

✓ Signed Participation Agreement / Business Associate Agreement
   We are delighted to have you as a part of the OKSHINE network!

✓ Collaborate with the Outreach Coordinator to Complete Intake Assessment Tool
   • A Primary Contact will be needed as the key decision-maker for your organization
   • Schedule a time to review the Intake Assessment Tool with the Outreach Coordinator
   
   The Intake Assessment includes:
   ▪ Key roles
   ▪ Training preference
   ▪ EHR and other health software applications in use
   ▪ Connectivity goals
   ▪ Resources to assist with the technical onboarding process

✓ Explore Connectivity Goals in a Data Readiness Kickoff Call
   • The assigned Outreach Coordinator will make an introduction to the Technical Onboarding Analyst
   • Schedule a time to explore OKSHINE connection goals on the Data Readiness Kickoff call
   • The Technical Onboarding Analyst will be a liaison between your organization’s technical contact and OKSHINE’s technical team

✓ Implementation
   • Project Kick-Off
   • Connectivity and interface specifications
   • User Acceptance Testing (Authorized User Agreement)
   • User account set-up and training
   • **GO LIVE!** Congratulations! You are now a part of Oklahoma’s expansive network of healthcare organizations and providers, committed to collaborative and quality patient care